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meson production measurement in p-Pb
collisions at √sNN=5.02 TeV with ALICE
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ALICE is the LHC experiment dedicated to the study of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions, with the aim of
investigating the high-density color-deconfined state of strongly interacting matter formed in these collisions.!
!
Due to their large mass, heavy quarks are produced in hard partonic scattering processes on a short time-scale. In PbPb collisions, initially-produced charm and beauty propagate through the medium interacting with its constituents, thus
they are sensitive probes of the transport properties of the medium and of the parton energy-loss mechanisms.!
!
The interpretation of the Pb-Pb results requires an understanding of cold nuclear matter effects in the initial and final
state (shadowing/gluon saturation at low parton fractional momentum, parton transverse momentum broadening, cold
nuclear matter parton energy loss), which can be accessed studying p-Pb collisions.!

D0 mesons and their antiparticles were reconstructed in minimum bias p-Pb collisions at √sNN = 5.02 TeV as well as in different multiplicity classes, via their hadronic
decays.!
D0 K- π+ !
Selection of D0 decays [cτ~123 μm] was based on the reconstruction of secondary vertex topologies.!
Further background reduction using particle identification based on Time Projection Chamber and Time Of Flight signals.!
B.R. = 3.88 ± 0.05% [1] !
Raw yields extracted from fits [exponential + gaussian] to the invariant mass distributions of selected Kπ pairs. !
Prompt D0 signal obtained by correcting the raw yields for the reconstruction and selection efficiency and subtracting the contribution coming from B meson decays.!
Example of D0 invariant
mass distributions in 3
multiplicity intervals for
2 different pT ranges.
Multiplicity estimator
based on the number of
tracklets in |η|<1.
Tracklets = track
segments pointing to
the primary vertex
obtained associating
hits on the 2 layers of
the Silicon Pixel
Detector.!

Efficiency as
a function of
multiplicity for
five different
pT intervals
obtained from
Monte Carlo
simulations.!
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D0 MESON QpPb!

D MESON RpPb!
Measurement of the D0, D+, D*+ and Ds+
mesons nuclear modification factor
RpPb [2] !

pp cross section obtained by a pQCDbased energy scaling of the cross
section measured at √s = 7 TeV [3].!
R pPb consistent with unity within
uncertainties!
Suppression observed in central Pb-Pb
collision at high pT [4] due to final state
effects induced by the hot partonic
matter.!

Measurement of the D0 nuclear modification factor in different multiplicity
classes: 0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60% and 60-100%.!
Classes obtained slicing the!
§ VZERO signal amplitude on the Pb-going side, 2.8<η<5.1 [V0A].!
§ Energy deposited in neutron calorimeter on Pb-going side [ZNA].!

<N coll Glauber > extracted from a
Glauber fit to the V0A amplitude.!
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D0 vs. CHARGED PARTICLE MULTIPLICITY!

(dN/dpT )pPb
=
Glauber i(d /dp )
hTpPb
T pp

Bias observed for charged particles
QpPbV0A seems to be present also for
D mesons [5].!

Collision geometry information
extracted with a hybrid method.!
<Ncollmult> obtained by rescaling the
min. bias value with ratio of the
multiplicity at mid-rapidity in a given
class to the min. bias one.!

Self-normalized D0 yields increasing
with charged particle multiplicity
[proportionality between Ntracklets and
Nch determined in Monte Carlo].!
!
!
Same increasing trend within
uncertainties in all pT intervals.!
Compatible results are obtained with
D+ and D*+.!
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Similar behaviour observed in pp
collisions but:!
§ high multiplicities events in pp
mainly due to multi-parton
interactions,!
§ high multiplicities events in p-Pb
also originate from higher number
of binary nucleon-nucleon
collisions [min. bias p-Pb
<Ncoll>=6.9].!

Bias reduced when hybrid method is
applied. !
Compatible results are obtained with D*+.!
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